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Name  of  

Workshop/Seminar/  

 Conference    

No.  

Participants  

of  Date from - to  

  

Webinar on 'Current and Long-

term Impact of COVID-19 on 

the Banking Sector' 

100  

  

 

08-08-2020  

Webinar on Impact of COVID 19 on 

Health Insurance Sector 

100 

  

 
06-09-2020  

Webinar on Career in Management  

  

120 

  

 
24-10-2020  

Webinar on Stock Market 

  76 

 
20-02-2021  

Webinar on CAT and GMAT   

120  

  

 
24-04-2021  

  

  

  

  

  



 

  

  

Webinar on 'Current and Long-term 

Impact of COVID-19 on the Banking 

Sector' 
 

  

The Commerce Society of CVS organised an informative webinar on 'Current and Long-term 

Impact of COVID-19 on the Banking Sector', dated 8th August 2020 on Zoom Cloud.  

Indeed Pandemic had put everything on halt and saying that industries weren't affected 

wouldn't be suffice. In order to carve a clear picture, Mr. Tarun Mandan shared his treasured 

psyche about the current & long term effects of COVID-19 on the banking sector. He 

elucidated very precisely about Moratorium and the facility provided to general people for 

the purpose to deter their interest and EMI payments as they possessed no other source of 

income. He also quoted about the agenda of infusing Immediate credit lines into the blood of 

the economy so that liquidity maintains its pace for MSMEs and for various corporate bodies 

to cover their running expenses followed by a simple process to attain loans during the 

pandemic. Moreover, he mentioned NPAs which seemed very futuristic for the time being 

thus the session received its culmination where he not only answered queries but also made 

sure that while delving down deeper into details each and every element of the banking 

sector are comprehended well by everyone. The session proved fruitful and sagacious thus it 

provided students with bunch of knowledge and insight.  

  

https://www.instagram.com/4pm/
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Webinar on Impact of COVID 19 on Health 

Insurance Sector  
Everyone must have heard the term health insurance in their life and many of us might be getting 

regular calls from insurance agents also. In times of a major illness, you will need to shell out 

significant amount of money from your savings in order to meet the treatment cost. That is when 

health insurance comes into picture. But amidst this pandemic situation are you willing to know 

what several changes took place in the sector? 

To unravel the true knowledge Dr. Sunil Kadyan carved a fruitful session with his strong 

polymath where he clearly elucidated upon the change in the spectrum of the Health Insurance 

sector due to current and the long term effects of COVID-19. 

He had drawn a fine line in his explanation where he defined the meaning of Health insurance 

and its various kinds. He made the people glance at the way Health insurance is wheeling 

gracefully during the pandemic  

Moreover, he added to his statement that during the month of July the Health Insurance segment 

had become the pioneer General Insurance Segment surpassing Motor Insurance for the first 

time. It was discovered during the session that health Insurance has a 32.7% share in total 

premium collection in the general insurance segment. In a very simplified way, he removed the 

jargonic terms and explained the real difference between the new insurance plans Corona kavach 

and Corona Rakshak. 

As the session was receiving its pace he quoted about how digitization has made the functioning 

of the health insurance sector burnished. Besides he also divulged about OPD as an aid which is 

offered as a part of the health insurance policies from various insurance providers  

The session received its pinnacle where he not only clarified every query but also gave an in-

depth explanation palpably. It was a prescient session where knowledge got its heart to beat and 

provided students a valuable experience. 

 

  

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/healthinsurance?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUVpBEX4qa6a1nK6zumfWaw7pvdA-I1QnLeM7tVwLyTf7CPxIl7zSfzJRKwD0yCUU-kAmPTPmDwyd_rj2QffmTPnGSn9G9mnSm9l-XX7-7N_6_0fYfx6tPuQ9RBltsgeVI&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/insurance?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUVpBEX4qa6a1nK6zumfWaw7pvdA-I1QnLeM7tVwLyTf7CPxIl7zSfzJRKwD0yCUU-kAmPTPmDwyd_rj2QffmTPnGSn9G9mnSm9l-XX7-7N_6_0fYfx6tPuQ9RBltsgeVI&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/pandemic?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUVpBEX4qa6a1nK6zumfWaw7pvdA-I1QnLeM7tVwLyTf7CPxIl7zSfzJRKwD0yCUU-kAmPTPmDwyd_rj2QffmTPnGSn9G9mnSm9l-XX7-7N_6_0fYfx6tPuQ9RBltsgeVI&__tn__=*NK-R


 





 

 

 

 

  

Link: 

https://www.facebook.com/SMCCVSDU/photos/pcb.362926851761276/362926731761288 

  

    

  

https://www.facebook.com/SMCCVSDU/photos/pcb.362926851761276/362926731761288


 

Webinar on Career in Management  
  

Comsoc, the commerce society of CVS organized an educational webinar on the topic 

"Career in Management". The webinar took place on 24th of October 2020 at 4 pm. Mr. 

Navneet Anand was invited as the guest speaker. He is currently associated with Career 

Launcher as the head of MBA Division.  

The session started with the welcome of our guest and went amazingly well throughout. The 

attendees got to know much about the 5 main fields of management in detail like HR, 

Finance, IT, Operations and Marketing. Mr. Navneet Anand encouraged the attendees to 

explore and find their niche and start working towards it from the very moment. He also 

spoke about the top colleges for pursuing masters in various fields. Detailed insights about 

every field of management were shared, like for a finance enthusiast one must be good with 

numbers and meticulous. The attendees were also told a bit about some educational 

institutions and opportunities available abroad which can surely land them in a good 

position.  

Mr. Anand also emphasized on the importance of building a good network, profile and 

gaining as much exposure as possible. He also told how building a good vocabulary could 

add on to be an advantage for the students, and also shared tips and tricks for the same.The 

session proved fruitful and terrific as it provided students with bunch of knowledge and 

insight.  



 



  



 

  

  

  

  

An Educational webinar on Stock Market 
  

Comsoc, the commerce society of CVS organized an educational webinar on the topic 

"Career in Management". The webinar took place on 24th of October 2020 at 4 pm. Mr. 

Navneet Anand was invited as the guest speaker. He is currently associated with Career 

Launcher as the head of MBA Division.  

The session started with the welcome of our guest and went amazingly well throughout. The 

attendees got to know much about the 5 main fields of management in detail like HR, 

Finance, IT, Operations and Marketing. Mr. Navneet Anand encouraged the attendees to 

explore and find their niche and start working towards it from the very moment. He also 

spoke about the top colleges for pursuing masters in various fields. Detailed insights about 

every field of management were shared, like for a finance enthusiast one must be good with 

numbers and meticulous. The attendees were also told a bit about some educational 

institutions and opportunities available abroad which can surely land them in a good 

position.  

Mr. Anand also emphasized on the importance of building a good network, profile and 

gaining as much exposure as possible. He also told how building a good vocabulary could 

add on to be an advantage for the students, and also shared tips and tricks for the same.  

The session proved fruitful and terrific as it provided students with bunch of knowledge and 

insight.  



  

 

 



 



  



  

  

  

  

Webinar on CAT and GMAT 

 
The Commerce Society of College of Vocational Studies sums up the session with a super 

informative webinar on “Career in Management”. According to the posters led out by the society, 

this webinar was to be conducted by Mr. ARKS Srinivas, who unfortunately couldn‟t join due to 

unavoidable health reasons. On special request, the webinar was conducted by Mr. Navneet 

Anand, a veteran in the Retail Banking domain of the Financial Sector with over 16 years of 

experience in the sector and currently associated with Career Launcher, as the head of the MBA 

division. The webinar began with Mr. Anand sharing his motto in life with the students – 

„relentless pursuit of knowledge is the key to personal growth. He discussed the „ultimate 

dilemma‟ that almost every student face – Start Career Immediately or Pursue Higher Education. 

After having discussed the pros and cons of both the decisions it was concluded that there is 

nothing right or wrong in choosing either option. The Indian Society has always made us believe 

in the myth that the correct flow of decision making is Exams College --> Course --> Career; 

however, the speaker busted this myth and imposed that the correct path for students should be, 

Career --> Course --> College Exams. He highlighted the three reasons for doing an MBA i.e., 

salary, flexibility & growth and also explained the concept of career progression. Later, he delved 

into the technicalities of various exams to compare the composition and requirements of them. 

Mainly, he juxtaposed CAT, GMAT and GRE and also laid down the top institutes for doing an 

MBA from India and abroad. He stressed the fact that to select the top institutes one should 

focus on the course structure and ROI. While coming to the end of the webinar the students were 

introduced to the notion of „profile building‟ and how it helps in securing a seat in top B-Schools 

around the world. The session reached its zenith with the speaker effortlessly addressing and 

clarifying all the doubts and queries raised by the students. In a nutshell, the webinar was fruitful 

and a huge success and helped students to rethink their career choices! 



 



  

  

  



  


